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1) Why do organisms need to take food ?
2) How would you test the presence of starch in leaves?
3) Define the following terms
d) Parasites e)Insectivorous

a)Autotrophs b)Heterotrophs c) Saprotrophs

4) How does Insectivorous plant digest insects?
5) Draw a diagram showing the process of photosynthesis also define photosynthesis and
write the word equation of photosynthesis.
6) Define the following terms :- A) Digestion B) Digestive system C) Elementary canal D)
Assimilation E) Rumination
7) Write the names of different organs of digestive system and also write the different
process that occurs their.
8) What is tooth decay ? How does it causes ?
9) What are villi ? Write their location and function.
10) Why do we get instant energy from glucose ?
11) Draw the diagram of digestive system and label it ?
12) Define the following terms :- A) Fleece B) Shearing C) Scouring D) Sorting E) Sericulture
13) Write the lifecycle of silkworm .
14) What is sorters disease ? How does it causes ?
15) Differentiate between clinical thermometer and Laboratory thermometer .
16) Define sea breeze and land breeze? And when does it occur?
17) Define the following terms:- A) Conduction B) Convection C ) Radiation D) Temperature

E) Thermometer F) Insulator
18) How does woolen cloth keep us warm in winter days?
19) Differentiate between Acid and Base?
20) Write different types of salts.
21) What is indicators? Write two types of natural and chemical indicators and what kind of
changes it beings in acid and in bases ?
22) What is Neutralization reaction? Explain with example.
23) Why calamine solution is applied on the skin when an ant bites?
24) Why antacid tablets is taken whey you suffer from acidity?
25) Differentiate between Physical and Chemical changes?
26) What is chemical reaction? And what kind of changes occurs when a

chemical reaction taken place?
27) What is Ozone layer? And how does it prevent us from harmful sun rays?
28) Define the following terms:- A)Rusting B) Galvanization C) Crystallization
29) Do activity number 6.7 or 6.8 and also understand it.
30) How would you show that setting of curd is an example of chemical

change?
31) What is climate? Write the element of climate.
32) Write four adaptation that present in polar bear?
33) Write the climatic conditions of tropical rainforest?
34) How do elephant live in tropical rainforest adopt itself ?
35) Give three examples

showing the airexerts pressure?

36) Explaine why holes are ,made in hanging banners and hoarding ?

37) Explain how soil formed?
38) List difference between clayey soil , sandy soil and lammy soil
39) Draw the diagram of soil profile

and soil horizon
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